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of the Armistice and the accession of Herr Hitler, that a student of
international affairs may pause to speculate on the psychological
causes of this unexpected political phenomenon. In 1933, it almost
seemed as if the French breathed a sigh of relief to see their worst
forebodings about Germany apparently now fulfilled. Possibly they
felt that, if they now had to face 'the Third Reich' as their future
neighbour, they could at least congratulate themselves that they did
not face her unarmed and that the odium incurred by France in the
English-speaking countries through the persistent intransigence of
her post-war policy towards Germany had not, after all, been in-
curred for nothing. No doubt an English or American critic of
France in 1933 might stigmatize the French as prophets who had
procured the fulfilment of their prophecy by their own action; and
he might assert that the Nazi Germany with which the World was
confronted in 1933 was a French creation rather than a French
discovery. But now that 'the Third Reich5 was in existence de facto,
the problem of its causation had become academic; and the fact that
a French prophecy had come true was more potent than the hypo-
thesis that the French themselves had precipitated the fulfilment of
their own prediction of evil. Even the uncomfortable sense of being
once more in mortal danger might be mitigated, in French minds,
by the gratifying consciousness of being proved, on the same showing,
to have been supremely in the right; and the pleasure of being able
to say (now unanswerably) 'I told you so5 might be something more
substantial than a moral luxury; for, if the former allies of France
were now compelled to admit that in 'the Third Reich' Germany had
actually presented herself in the image of the French conception of
her, it would be no more possible for these other countries than for
France herself to treat the fourteen-years-long controversy that had
closed in this way as a mere forensic exercise. If the other neighbours
of Germany once accepted the French view of 'the Third Reich',
would they not be driven on, in sheer self-preservation, to fall into
line with the French policy ? The seriousness of the international
situation in 1933 could not prevent the French from smiling to see
British opinion, in particular, reacting to the National-Socialist
Revolution in Germany with a violence that was reminiscent of the
British reaction in 1914.
The promptness and the vehemence with which the British public
expressed its feelings towards 'the Third ReicL' were indeed as
remarkable as the prolonged self-restraint of the French which has
been touched upon above. It could be said, without exaggeration,
that nothing else that had happened in the whole field of international

